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You are committed to delivering high-quality products that meet your customers’ needs, while 

constantly looking for opportunities to enhance performance and efficiencies throughout your 

manufacturing process. You rely on tape to get the job done consistently and demand exceptional 

performance, especially since tape failure could result in costly waste and downtime.

Shurtape FP 115 flatback paper tape is specially designed to meet the demands of roll start-up, 

splicing, and end tabbing applications in the paper, tube, and core manufacturing industries.  

A high performance grade flatback paper tape,  

FP 115 delivers reliable performance, aggressive  

hold, easy tape start-up, and consistent unwind  

to save you time and money. 



Shurtape FP 115 is engineered to help you keep your lines running at peak production. It effectively secures 
the paper to the core during roll start-up, holds the splice during processing, and anchors the end of the  
roll securely. It is also ideal for tasks in which the tape must stick well to itself, including shingling and  
overlapping applications.   

With FP 115, you can be confident your work will continue to reflect your exacting standards.

EASY HANDLING
Designed with a unique release coat, FP 115 is  
easy to start-up off the roll, unwinds smoothly and 
consistently, and tears cleanly by hand to keep  
work moving quickly and efficiently.

TOUGH CONSTRUCTION
A reinforced flatback paper backing adds strength  
and stability to withstand the rigors of the job,  
including the pressure of rollers and tension devices.  
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QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON

STRONG HOLD
The aggressive rubber-based adhesive sticks 
quickly to both smooth and porous papers,  
including 100-percent recycled paper. It also  
adds shear strength, which holds safely during 
processing at both ambient and elevated  
temperatures.

MOISTURE/  
HUMIDITY RESISTANT
FP 115 is resistant to moisture and humidity, 
which prevents the tape from lifting, puckering, 
and curling.

* Color of actual product may vary.


